Reading Plus® Explained to Students

*Reading Plus* will help you to become a stronger, more confident reader. You will learn to read faster, recognize new words, and comprehend what you have read. Becoming a stronger reader will enable you to read textbooks, novels, articles, blog posts, and other pieces of text more easily. As you become a more confident reader, you may develop new interests and enjoy learning about things through reading.

**InSight**

The *InSight* assessment is used to create the *Reading Plus* experience that is just right for you. Try your best during *InSight* so that *Reading Plus* can provide activities that are interesting and helpful for you.

**SeeReader - 15 minutes per lesson**

*SeeReader* gives you reading practice that will change the way you read. As you read in *SeeReader*, you will be able to choose the stories and articles that interest you most. You will also learn about many new topics. *SeeReader* uses a Guided Window to help train your eyes to move smoothly and quickly across the text. This will make your reading faster and more comfortable. At times, you will read without the Guided Window so that you can practice on your own. After you have read a selection, you will answer questions. These questions will help you think carefully about what you just read, remember the most important information, and connect what you just read with what you already know.

**ReadAround - 10 minutes per lesson**

*ReadAround* will help you become a word master. You will learn important words that you need to know to understand reading assignments in many different subject areas. *ReadAround* will make you aware of which important words you already know, and it will help you learn new words. During *ReadAround* lessons, you will read about what words mean, you can listen to new words pronounced, and you will see pictures that can help you learn the word. Many words you learn in *ReadAround* will appear in your *SeeReader* stories and articles. This will really help you remember the words!

**iBalance - 10 minutes per lesson**

*iBalance* is like a game that trains your eyes to read more efficiently and accurately. During *Scan*, you will complete activities that help your eyes move quickly from left to right. During *Flash*, you will learn to easily identify and remember groups of letters that appear often in stories and articles.